ACCESS provides aspiring women a supportive path into the sciences and engineering by offering a scholarship award, learning experience, and networking that fosters academic success throughout their undergraduate education. The ACCESS alumnae network is over 700 strong; our graduates have gone on to become professors, medical professionals, educators, engineers, lawyers, and more. Women from all backgrounds are strongly encouraged to apply.

Get ACCESS

High school seniors and transfer students, who have been accepted into the University of Utah, are invited to apply.

$4,500 - high school students
$3,500 - transfer students

Award covers summer tuition, a research stipend and scholarship, and on-campus summer housing (freshmen only).

Your ACCESS application will need to include:

• Personal essay
• 2 letters of recommendation
• Resume
• Official transcript

APPLICATION DEADLINE MARCH 1

SUMMER before your first Fall semester at the U

Live on campus (freshmen)
Science in a Changing World (3 credits)
Focus on global issues during an ACCESS exclusive course

Backstage pass
Get an insider’s look at research facilities and labs

ACCESS a path to success
Develop a network of support and strategies for academic success

SPRING semester of your first year at the U

Engage in cutting edge research
While receiving mentorship from a prominent scientist

The ACCESS Program for Women in Science and Mathematics
College of Science, University of Utah | 1430 East Presidents Circle, Rm 220 | Salt Lake City, UT 84112
(801) 581-6958 | access@science.utah.edu

APPLY: SCIENCE.UTAH.EDU